There are two ways to adapt your plan:
- Add Mathology lessons
- Upload your own lessons
1. To add Mathology lessons, view additional lessons by cluster, grade, strand, or type. Here we have clicked **All Lessons**.

2. Click on a lesson or multiple lessons.

3. Click the blue box and lessons will be added.
3. To add your own lessons,* click **Add non-Mathology Lesson**. Enter the title, select document type, provide a description, and enter the URL. Click **Save**.

*Mathology.ca subscribers shall read and adhere to Pearson’s **Terms of Use**.
4. Click **All Lessons**, then select **+ Add non-Mathology Lessons**. Use the scroll bar to find your lesson.
5. The process to add your own lesson is the same as adding Mathology lessons. Drag and drop your lesson. (Wait 5-10 seconds for your lesson to appear.)